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this book aims to provide an introduction to the broad area of digital signal processing (dsp) and its applications in communications and the sciences. the book covers topics on such topics as signal theory, signal processing, digital filters, error propagation, and the fourier transform. it is designed to be used as a
supplementary text for the electrical and computer engineering (ece) degree at the university of new south wales (unsw). it is also intended for use as a text for the course "advanced digital signal processing" in the school of electronic engineering at unsw. this book is designed to provide an introduction to digital
signal processing (dsp) and its applications in communications and the sciences. the book covers topics on such topics as signal theory, signal processing, digital filters, error propagation, and the fourier transform. it is designed to be used as a supplementary text for the electrical and computer engineering (ece)

degree at the university of new south wales. it is also intended for use as a text for the course "advanced digital signal processing" in the school of electronic engineering at unsw. this book is available in.pdf format only and is available for download below for your convenience. the most important information in this
book are the excersises at the end of each chapter, they are very important for the implementation of the different topics. the book has also an index of the chapters, and more important a table of contents that makes it easier to find the appropriate chapter. regarding the organization of the book, the author has

used the learning cycle (denning) to explain the topics and the examples are very well done. it is a very easy and helpful book for a first introduction in electrical engineering.
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e e 534s introduction to digital logic (1) e e 534s is a lab-oriented first-year course that provides a solid understanding of the fundamentals of digital electronics. students will study the basics of digital electronics
from both the mathematical and the engineering points of view. first-year and second-year students may enroll in the course for credit. the course is comprised of lectures and laboratory exercises that are

intended to provide a solid understanding of the fundamentals of digital electronics and the circuit analysis. the course covers concepts that are essential to the understanding of digital electronics, including:
sampling, quantization, linearity, basic digital electronics, c-mos, logic gates, circuit analysis, finite state machines, and sequential circuits. prerequisite: ee 320. the course is required for engineering students
who wish to major in electrical engineering. it is appropriate for students with the following backgrounds: students who are undecided about their major or who are undecided about their desired career path;

students who have the interest and experience to pursue a two- or four-year degree in electrical engineering; and students who are not sure if they want to pursue a career in electrical engineering. the course is
for electrical engineering students who want to learn about circuit design in a practical way. the goal of the course is to design a circuit that performs a specific function in terms of its specifications. we use a

simple framework for teaching students about circuit design. first we introduce the student to the major building blocks in a circuit, namely resistors, capacitors, inductors, and signal sources. we then teach the
student how to use the tools available in a circuit simulator to analyze a circuit design. finally, we introduce the student to two techniques that allow the circuit designer to reduce the size of a circuit, namely the

use of cascode amplifiers and the use of feedback. examples of practical circuits that are used in the course include: a sample oscillator, an amplifier, a step-down converter, a sample discriminator, a sample
detector, a sample filter, a sample mixer, an n-bit adder, and a low-pass filter. the book accompanying the student workbook introduces students to the fundamental building blocks of a circuit, and gives them

the required skills to analyze and design circuits for performing a variety of functions. 5ec8ef588b
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